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Scope and Coverage 

 
This website provides the scope to search by product and search by company. It 
provides buying and selling services through online. This industrial directory covers 
a huge variety of products of India only. It is a comprehensive type directory. It is 
linked with the “ eCATALOG Product Index” which covers different subject 
disciplines like mechanical engineering, chemicals, machinery etc. 
 

 
Kind of Information 

  
  It provides information on a variety of products under different subject disciplines. 
Such as under “Chemicals”, information about pharmaceuticals, solvents, paints, 
bulk drugs etc. are given. Total number of companies including their names and 
locations are provided also which make a particular product. As for example, after 
clicking on the product “bulk drug”, the names and locations of the companies can 
be found which can produce it: 

 
 
List of premium clients can be seen also. Sponsored advertisements are shown in the 
right side of the website with their respective URLs.  

 
Top products are enlisted under the box “Top keywords” and also linked with their 
particular websites. Hyperlinks of regional (Nashik Business Directory, Sangli 
Business Directory, Pune Business Directory etc.) and national directories (eg. 
Maharashtra Industries Directory, Gujarat Industries Directory & Gulf Trade 
Directory) are also attached with this website. Thus, all information of these can be 
found easily. This website also provides information about its success stories. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 
Special Features 

 

 It provides log in facility to the visitors. 
 Websites of many companies are linked with it. 



 

 
 

 Google Adwords is directly attached with it. 
 It provides the facility to promote advertisement. 
 It gives the provision to fill up the form of customer support. 
 It provides different type of searching facilities including advance search. 

 
Arrangement Pattern 

     
Different products are arranged here subject-wise. 
On the other hand, in product index, name of the products are arranged 
alphabetically.  
Such as under the alphabet “B”, products are arranged like: 
 
1) B 2 B SERVICES 
2) B SERIES PRESSURE SWITCHES 
3) B.O.D ANALYSIS SYSTEMS 
4) B.O.D.INCUBATORS 
5) B.O.P.P. PACKAGING TAPE COLOUR 
 
 

 
Remarks 

 
Indian Industries Directory is a complete source to know about the companies, 
products and their buying and selling services including free advertisements etc. 
indianindustriesdirectory.com is a group company portal of 
maharashtradirectory.com. This is a unique industrial directory portal receiving more 
than 1 cr. (10 million) visitors per month.  

 
Comparable Tools 

 
   Maharashtra Industries Directory ( http://www.maharashtradirectory.com/ ) 
   Gujarat Industries Directory ( http://www.gidonline.com/ ) 
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